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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Water related problems, in both arid and temperate regions, are among the most pervasive
natural resource allocation problems facing users and policy-makers today. Water scarcity is a
fact with which most countries now have to contend. In addition to the issue of water
availability, there are also the growing water-related problems of flow regulation � drought and
floods � and freshwater quality. River basins are the critical ecological unit that not only make
water available for human existence, but also provide a myriad of ecological services which
sustain the livelihood of many of the rural poor. The poor, in both developing and developed
countries, rely disproportionately on ecosystem goods and services, and feel the greatest effects.

Planning and management in river basins is not only critical, but can also be a constraint upon
a country�s pursuit of poverty alleviation and sustainable development. Where a river basin
crosses more than one country, it can also have implications for political stability in the region.
River basin management is particularly complex because the water and land uses within the
basin are inexorably interconnected by its hydrological characteristics. Also, property right
structures within the basin tend to be weak, non-existent or unenforceable. The result is
a complex interaction between different and often competing users, where the users are unaware
of the services provided on the river basin and are ignorant of the impact of their action
on others. This causes a highly wasteful and unequal distribution of water resources within
the basin.

In this report we highlight the urgent need to promote Integrated River Basin Management in
order to tackle poverty and meet the challenges of sustainable development, as well as to arrest
the wasteful use of scarce water resources. While management through river basin processes is
not new, it has rarely succeeded in achieving social, economic and environmental objectives.
There are many reasons why IRBM is needed. As this report emphasises, there is no standard
model for IRBM that can be consistently applied in all river basins around the world. There are
consistent lessons to be learnt about what does and does not work. This report outlines the
reasons why an increased commitment to IRBM needs to be given by all countries on the basis
of lessons learnt to date, from both negative and positive case study examples. A few specific
recommendations that emerge from this report are as follows:

•  protection of ecosystem services and poverty alleviation both need to be explicit objectives
of IRBM;

•  using the river basin as the unit of management allows the plight of interconnected parties
to be considered in order to balance the costs and benefits of different interventions to
deliver the most efficient, equitable and sustainable option for development;

•  valuation of ecosystem services and recognition of resource limits and thresholds need to be
given special attention in order to identify management actions that are effective for
mitigating key threats to ecosystem integrity and the services they provide;

•  decision-making processes on the river basin must be inclusive of all affected stakeholders
who should be involved throughout preparation, implementation and monitoring;

•  integrated assessment is needed to inform a process of negotiation and to resolve conflicts
between new objectives and existing practices, as well as to set management targets that are
quantitative, time-bound, costed and where action is funded and responsibility allocated;
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•  economic and institutional arrangements to create incentives for IRBM need to be selected
appropriately so that they allow the sharing of costs and benefits in sustainable management
options: direct payments, full-cost pricing schemes and recognition of property rights could
all have the potential to address both poverty and environmental degradation.

The World Summit on Sustainable Development in August 2002, the Ramsar Convention on
Wetlands in November 2002 and the Third World Water Forum in March 2003 are
opportunities to gain global commitments to establish well-funded IRBM programmes that
alleviate poverty and harness sustainable development.
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1. Introduction

River basins � the land area between the source and the mouth of a river, including all land that
drains into the river � provide a myriad of functions and uses to humans, other species and the
environment. Most important, they make water available to support human livelihoods,
providing the essential basis for key economic sectors such as agriculture, fisheries and tourism.
Less obvious is the role of natural aquatic systems in maintaining ecological services, such as
waste assimilation, floodwater storage and erosion control. Without a healthy freshwater
ecosystem, these functions and uses will be lost or impaired. This loss will predominantly
affect poor communities, since they tend to rely disproportionately on subsistence and resource-
based economies.

Planning and management in river basins is therefore a critical factor in a country�s pursuit
of poverty alleviation and sustainable development. Where a river basin traverses a number of
countries, it can also have implications for stability in the region. In most countries, the
arbitrariness of prevailing property rights for water resources, combined with the failure of
markets to capture the value of many watershed services, is leading to a highly inefficient and
inequitable distribution of water resources. River basin management is particularly complex due
to the separation of threatening processes from their impacts, and the contribution of all
activities in a catchment to the river basin�s health.

The purpose of this report is to highlight the need for an Integrated Approach to River Basin
Management (IRBM) in order to promote a less wasteful and more equitable and sustainable use
of resources within a basin. In Chapter 2, we explore the unit of the river basin, and the vast
array of economic benefits it provides. Chapter 3 provides case studies where management
practices have led to major degradation of river basins, and have threatened, or seriously
threaten, the ability of freshwater ecosystems to provide essential services. The case studies
described in Chapter 4 examine more integrated approaches to basin management and highlight
the role of IRBM in poverty alleviation and sustainable development. Special attention is given
to the value of services provided by river basins, and to the development of economic and
institutional arrangements to pay for these services. In Chapter 5 we distil the lessons learnt
from the case studies and examine some key issues for implementing IRBM effectively. This
leads to the recommendations outlined in the concluding chapter.
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2: Integrated River Basin Management � a provider
of economic benefits

A river basin is an area from which a river system naturally receives its drainage water; this may
encompass a series of tributary rivers and their sub-basins (WCD 2000). The interconnections
within the area � for example between the main stream, its tributaries, the ground and surface
water � and freshwater and estuarine areas give the river basin its physical and functional unity.
Water and land uses within the basin are inexorably interconnected by its hydrological
characteristics.

The interconnectedness of different water and land uses within a river basin, and their impacts
on one another, are well documented. Most visibly, changes in land uses in upstream areas, such
as from dam building, timber production or a change from deep to shallow root crops, can lead
to a host of interrelated impacts downstream (FAO 1987). These might be obvious, such as the
loss of fisheries for local communities downstream when watercourses are diverted. Or they
may be less clear, such as the effect of greater soil erosion, as a result of deforestation, which
can lead to more rapid runoff and contribute to flooding as well as the loss of productive
agricultural land upstream. At the furthest reaches of the catchment, sedimentation and pollution
from further upstream may degrade coastal ecosystems such as coral reefs (Bryant et al 1998).

In water-constrained river basins, the direct appropriation of water resources by upstream users
will directly affect the amount of water resources available downstream. Most dramatically, this
can have the effect of limiting people�s access to clean water and food supplies such as
fisheries, which are a significant dimension of poverty. It can also lead to reduced yields in
reservoirs, less groundwater recharge, and alterations to the preferred time profile of water
resource flows limiting water for agricultural, domestic, industrial and tourist sectors.

Natural water flow regimes and regular flood pulses help maintain wetlands, riparian habitats,
seasonal fisheries, rice cultivation and the fertilisation of floodplains. They are also important
elements in the development of mangroves and in maintaining estuarine and coastal zone
processes, which are critical habitats for fisheries as well as for other marine life. Healthy
freshwater ecosystems also provide other services such as waste assimilation, floodwater
storage and erosion control. Table 1 describes some of the likely economic benefits from well-
managed river basins.
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Table 1: Some examples of the economic benefits of healthy river basins

Location of
Benefits

Economic
Benefit

Watershed Service Economic Valuation
Study

Reduced crop
losses

Soil quality maintenance:
reduced soil erosion and loss of
soil depth and fertility

Value of goods
� e.g. forest
products

Land/water productivity:
conservation strategies: e.g.
afforestation

Morocco, Loukkos:
Brooks et al (1982)

Improved
livestock and
produce

Land/water productivity:
conservation strategies: e.g.
pasture management

Nepal, Phewa Tal:
Fleming et al (1986)

Upstream

Increased crop
yields

Soil quality maintenance:
ecological benefits: increased
soil organic matter, moisture
retention

Mali: Bishop & Allen
(1989)

Improved
water
availability

Water yield: intersectoral
reallocation of surface and
groundwater

US, Colorado: Howe
(2000)

Irrigation
benefits

Water quality maintenance:
improved yields through water
quality improvement and
reservoir yield

Java: Repetto et al
(1989)

Hydropower
generation

Water quality/sediment retention
and water yield: reduced siltation
of storage dams, increased
inflow

El Salvador, Acelhuete
catchment: Wiggins &
Palma (1980)

Flood damage
prevention

Water flow smoothing: reduced
run off in high rainfall periods

US, North Carolina:
Freund & Tolley
(1966)

Drought
mitigation

Water storage: increased
groundwater for drought years

Indonesia, Manggarai.
Pattanayak & Kramer
(2001)

Fisheries
benefits

Water quality and quantity:
increased yields from improved
water quality and quantity

Australia, New South
Wales: Sinden (1990)

Domestic and
industry users

Water yield and quality:
improved water quality, reduced
treatment costs, increased yield

Morocco, Loukkos:
Brooks et al (1982)

Downstream

Amenity Environmental/ecological:
recreation, tourism, ecological,
habitat

Cyprus, Kouris:
Swanson et al (2001b)

Swanson et al (2001b)
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As Table 1 shows, the array of economic benefits provided by a healthy river basin are vast.
Many of these will be lost if the river basin becomes degraded. Given the interconnectedness of
the system, negative impacts in one part of the basin can have pernicious environmental and
social impacts elsewhere. The loss will affect the poor in particular, since they tend
disproportionately to rely on subsistence and resource-based economies that are more directly
dependent on ecosystem goods and services (DFID 2002).

However, the problem remains that in most river basin planning and management is not carried
out in a way that will capture the views of the myriad of stakeholders and the many benefits of
ecological services, as identified in Table 1. This is due to a range of factors. First, there are a
vast number of water services, while the hydrological connection between users is often
complex and ill defined. Hence, there is often confusion as to who should pay the costs or
receive benefits to ensure that these services are provided. Add to this the fact that property
rights to the goods and services provided by river basins, and responsibilities for taking the
actions needed to provide them, tend to be poorly defined, weak, non-existent or unenforceable
-- the result is a complex interaction between different, often competing users. This leads to a
dynamic where the users are unaware of the services provided by the river basin, and are
ignorant of or apathetic towards the impact of their action on others. In the following chapter,
we examine some of the resultant environmental and social consequences of bad management
practices on river basins.

Integrated River Basin Management (IRBM) is thus essential if environmental, social and
economic problems are to be avoided. With IRBM, decisions need to be based on consideration
of the cumulative impacts of all activities throughout the basin, though problems related to land
use may be better responded to at sub-basin or local levels, where their consequences are easier
to detect and measure. Problems more effectively responded to at the basin-scale, are those
pertaining to water allocation, and to the development of infrastructure such as dams, reservoirs
and drainage schemes, because these modify and divert flows of water and transport of
sediment, and also drive land use change. At this scale, transboundary co-operation in
international river basins also becomes critical. The objective of IRBM is the integration of
water planning and management with environmental, social and economic development
concerns, in order to promote sustainable development. Poverty alleviation and livelihood
concerns are therefore considered to be implicit objectives.

The approach ensures that the issues of all parties with an interest in the river basin can be
considered, and the full range of costs and benefits of management options can be determined.
Governments�, organisations, economic sectors and disciplines should work together to deliver
these integrated policies. A basin-wide forum or organisation needs to be established to support
basin-wide planning and management and facilitate the development of common understanding
of problems, agreement about how to respond to them, and on how decisions are made. . The
forum should be a genuine partnership, independently chaired and should include all
Government representatives and key stakeholders from public, private and civil society sectors
(WWF 2001a).
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3. Problems with Management Practices in River
Basins:  Case Studies

I t is  o f te n o nl y wh e n fr e sh wa te r  a nd  ot he r s er vi c es  p ro v id ed  by  r iv e r ba s in s be c ome s ca rc e, an d
c ompe ti t io n i nc re as e s fo r  t he ir  us e, th at  t h e ne e d fo r b as in - wi de  p l an ni n g to  r e co nc i le  c on f li ct s 
b et we en  th e d if fe re n t st a ke ho ld e rs  b e co me s e vi de n t. Some  t yp i ca l pa t te rn s  h av e b ee n o bs er ve d  i n
c as es  o f  b ad  or  i ne f fe ct i ve  r iv e r ba s in  man a ge me n t. Whe r e th e re  i s a  l ac k  o f pa r ti ci p at io n, ba si n -
wid e pl a nn in g  h as  t e nd ed  to  r es u lt  i n  t he  s u pp or t  o f th e  mos t  t an gi b le  a n d do mi n an t e co no mi c 
v en tu re s  s uc h  a s na v ig at i on , re s er vo i rs , dr a in ag e  s ch eme s an d  h yd ro p ower . Suc h s ch eme s ar e a 
maj or  d r iv er  of  l an d  u se  ch an ge , a ff e ct in g f ut ur e  d ev el o pmen t  o n th e  r iv e r ba si n  a nd  le ad in g  t o a 
d is tr ib u ti on  of  wat e r wi t hi n th e  b as i n wh ic h  i s u nl ik el y  t o b e ne it h er  t h e mo st  ec on o mi ca ll y 
e ff ic ie n t no r  s us ta i na bl e . In  a d di ti o n, t he y  o ft e n co nf l ic t wit h lo c al  l i ve li ho o d in t er es ts  be ca u se 
t he se  a r e no t  i nc or p or at e d in  t h e de c is io n- mak in g  p ro ce s s. Th is  h as  be en  th e hi s to ri c al  c as e  i n t he 
Mek on g ( ca se  st ud y 1 ) an d  Par ag u ay  ( c as e st u dy  2 )  r iv er  ba si n s, whe r e la r ge -s ca l e na v ig at io n  a nd 
d am p ro j ec ts  th re at e n to  di sr up t  t he  li ve li h oo ds  of  man y  mil l io ns  o f  f ar mer s, f i sh er men  a nd  ot he r 
d owns tr e am s t ak eh ol d er s.  In th e  Mek o ng , so me le s so ns  h a ve  b e en  l ea r ne d a nd  t he  si tu a ti on  i s 
n ow mor e  p ro mis in g.  In a dd it io n , a r ev ie w o f ri v er  b as i n in i ti at iv e s in  fi ve  Af ri ca n  c ou nt r ie s
f ou nd  t h at  l a rg e de v el op men t pr o je ct s  wit h n eg at i ve  e nv i ro nme nt al  e f fe ct s  wer e c ommo n , an d t ha t
t he re  h a d be e n li tt l e po s it iv e i mp ac t  o n th e  wel f ar e of  po pu l at io ns  (Bar r ow 1 99 8 ).

Associated with this tendency are differences in power relations, and the failure to consider or
resolve conflicts among stakeholders regarding multiple uses and the different economic
benefits that are supplied from the basin. Examples include the disruption of flooding cycles
that sustain fisheries through dam construction; the allocation of water within and between
countries; conflicts between national geopolitical interests in resource exploitation and those of
sustaining livelihoods; and the displacement of populations to build reservoirs. The Spanish
National Hydrological Plan (case study 3) and the developments in the Mississippi basin (case
study 4), as well as the first two cases, highlight some of the conflicts that arise when there is
inadequate stakeholder participation. It is often the more marginalised, poorer communities with
little voice in the decision-making process who have to endure the detrimental consequences.
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Ano th er  re la t ed  p ro b le m i s pl an n in g a nd  d ev e lo pme nt  i n t he  a b se nc e o f ad e qu at e b as in - wi de 
a ss es sme nt  a n d mo ni t or in g . As se s smen t  i s of t en  b a se d on  th e n ar ro w a nd  t e ch ni ca l  d ef i ni ti on s  o f
t he  p ro b le m t ha t ex c lu de  ma ny  s t ak eh o ld er s�  va lu e s. I n p ar ti c ul ar , t he  s o ci o- ec o no mi c  b en ef i ts  o f 
b io di ve r si ty , whi ch  ar e d if fi cu l t to  qu an ti f y (i f  i nd ee d  t he y  c an  b e ), a r e of te n  n eg l ec te d.
Ass es sme nt s c an  b e a rb it r ar il y d ef in e d an d man ip u la te d t hr ou g h re li a nc e o n ov er l y op t imis ti c  a nd 
i na pp ro p ri at e  a ss ump ti on s  t o ob t ai n d es ir ed  re su l ts . Th i s ca n  l ea d t o po o r de ci s io ns  an d a f ai lu r e to 
p ro pe rl y  i nf o rm t ho s e mo s t af fe c te d b y th e a nt ic i pa te d c on se q ue nc es , r is k s an d u nc er t ai nt ie s . Bo t h
t he  wat e r tr a ns fe r p ro je c t in  Ch in a ( ca se  s t ud y 5 ) an d Spa in  (c as e s tu dy  3) , an d  t he  de ve lo p me nt 
p ro je ct  in  t h e Pa ra n a ba s in  ( ca s e st u dy  2 ), we re  ba se d o n po o r ec on o mi c a ss es sme nt s.

The five case studies of problems with management practices discussed below are:
•  Case Study 1: The Mekong Basin � challenges facing river basin commissions
•  Case Study 2: The Upper Paraguay Basin � a lack of an adequate assessment
•  Case Study 3: The Spanish National Hydrological Plan
•  Case Study 4: Mississippi and Missouri Basin � unequal benefits
•  Case Study 5: The proposed North-South water transfer scheme, China � inadequate

economic assessment
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CASE STUDY 1: THE MEKONG BASIN � CHALLENGES FACING RIVER BASIN

COMMISSIONS

The Mekong basin is one of the most biologically diverse freshwater ecosystems in the world, containing

over 500 endemic species of fish. It yields annual fish catches of up to 1.5 million tons, which are a major

source of protein and basic livelihood for 65 million people (Visser and Poulson 2001). The fisheries are

found primarily in the lower basin area, where annual flooding of wetlands and floodplain forests

maintains important habitat areas and nourishes rice paddies and other forms of aquatic farming. Many

fish species migrate between the lower and upper basin areas for spawning. In so doing, they rely on the

diversity of habitats found in the entire river system, as well as on the natural flow regime (Poulson and

Viravong 2001).

The primary threat to the Mekong basin is from the Upper Lancang dams project. This project is expected

to supply 17 per cent of China�s electricity, and to permit navigation between Yunnan province and the

South China Sea (also known as the Eastern Sea). However, high sedimentation rates in the upper basin

area bring into question the projected life of the dams, and the amount of hydropower that would actually

be generated. Dam construction is expected to require removal of numerous rock outcrops and reefs, and

to deepen shallow areas, all of which provide important aquatic habitats that are important to the food

chain. It is also expected to disrupt the flooding cycle that sustains the wetlands, floodplain forests, and

the fisheries associated with them, affecting the rural livelihoods of millions of people (Roberts 2000).

In addition, there have been conflicts of interest between and within individual countries over water

allocation, unrestricted logging in proposed reservoir areas, and the displacement of residents, and

between subsistence and commercial fishermen over fishing rights. The latter has broad implications for

basin management because denial of property rights to subsistence fishermen creates an incentive for

them to convert floodplain forests to agriculture as well as to engage in illegal fishing (Degen 2000;

Ratner 2000).

Although China has a disproportionate influence on the basin, and contains half the river, only the lower

basin countries have participated in joint planning activities. In 1957, a Committee for Investigations of

the Lower Mekong Basin was formed to address problems related to hydropower, irrigation, flood

control, drainage, navigation improvement, watershed management and water supply. Subsequently, this

became the Mekong River Basin Commission (MRC). Historically, much of the emphasis of the

commission was on dam construction and other large-scale infrastructure projects (Murphy 1997).

However, in 1995 the Agreement on the Cooperation for the Sustainable Development of the Mekong

River Basin was signed by the governments of Cambodia, Laos, Thailand and Vietnam. This Agreement

signalled a change in direction away from the emphasis on large-scale infrastructure and towards strategic

and sustainable management and development of water and related resources.

Perhaps the primary barriers to integrated management of the Mekong basin have been a lack of authority

granted to the MRC and the failure of all basin states to participate. In this case, the countries that are not

participating are those whose actions present the greatest basin-scale impacts. This presents a clear

obstacle to basin-scale planning and management, and to recognition of impacts of upstream activities. In

addition, people whose livelihoods would be directly affected lack fora in which to voice their concerns

(Campbell 2001). On a more positive note, the MRC is now taking steps to engage all states within the

river basin � China and Myanmar participate as �dialogue partners� � and to involve a greater range of

stakeholders.
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CASE STUDY 2: THE UPPER PARAGUAY BASIN � THE LACK

OF AN ADEQUATE ASSESSMENT

The upper Paraguay basin contains the world�s largest freshwater wetland, the Pantanal, found
in the shared border area of Bolivia, Brazil and Paraguay. This ecosystem supports a wide
variety of species that includes 250 species of fish, 87 mammals, 50 reptiles, 1,050 butterflies,
more than 1,000 plants, 650 birds and many unidentified insects. It is also the world�s largest
breeding ground for wading birds, and an important wetland bird area. The annual flood/drought
cycle regulates water flow downstream and fish migration behaviour, acting as a source of
nutrients for high primary production in otherwise poor and sandy soils. It supports an array of
economic activities including ranching, eco-tourism, sport and commercial fishing, and it
provides a livelihood for many farmers and fishermen (de Resende and Tognetti 2000).

There are plans to improve the existing waterway (Hidrovia), to improve navigation to the coast
from the interior regions of Brazil, and to develop individual industrial facilities. This would
involve dredging and straightening river channels, as well as removing rock outcrops that
regulate the flow of water from the Pantanal. This could have profound effects on flooding
patterns and sedimentation loads, primarily in the upper basin, affecting the Pantanal itself and
the livelihoods of millions who depend on it. It would also be a catalyst for other related
development activities, which the area may be unable to support (Ponce et al 1995).

A preliminary economic feasibility study was limited to an analysis of benefits that would result
from savings in transport costs, considering only the costs of construction, maintenance and
equipment, and excluding environmental ones (Galinken et al 1994). Even under those terms,
the feasibility was found to be questionable because of errors in the calculations. With
corrections, the calculations suggested that the returns would not justify the cost in the absence
of a MERCOSUR trade agreement that is expected to increase the demand for navigational
transport. With the trade agreement, the returns would only be justified if the environmental
costs were below US$40 million (Bucher and Huszar 1995).

Sub se qu e nt ly , mor e e xt en s iv e ec o no mi c  a nd  e n gi ne e ri ng  f e as ib i li ty  s t ud ie s , sp on s or ed  by  UNDP
a nd  I DB th at  in cl ud e d en v ir on me n ta l c os ts , wer e c ar ri ed  ou t. An  e xp e rt  p a ne l co n ve ne d  b y two 
NGOs to  re vi e w th es e  a ss e ss me nt s  f ou n d th at  th e i nc lu de d  c os t s we re  ar bi t ra ry  a n d re p re se nt e d
o nl y a s ma ll  fr ac ti o n of  po te nt i al  c o st s. I t  a ls o  f ou nd  th at  th e imp ac ts  th at  a p pe ar e d di ff i cu lt  to 
v al ue  we re  a s su me d t o be  ne gl ig i bl e, an d th a t cu mul at iv e  i mp a ct s an d  u nc e rt ai nt y  wer e  i gn or e d
( Du nn e e t al  19 97 ). Ac co r di ng  t o  t he  ex pe rt  pa ne l , no  b e nc hma rk  s tu d y of  po ve rt y  was  co nd uc t ed 
t ha t co u ld  p r ov id e a  b as i s fo r d et er min in g whe th e r th e p ro je c t co nt r ib ut e s to  p o ve rt y  a ll ev i at io n . It 
c on cl ud e d th a t th e p ro je c t wo ul d  mos t  l ik el y  i nc r ea se  e c on omi c di sp a ri ty  as  s ma l l- sc a le  a nd 
s ub si st e nc e f ar me rs  we re  di sp la c ed  f r om t he i r la n d. Some  s tu d ie s ha v e al s o qu es t io ne d  whe th e r
t he  e xp a ns io n  o f tr a de  a mon g so u th er n  c on e c ou nt r ie s � t he  o b je ct iv e  o f t he  p ro p os ed 
MERCOSUR a gr e emen t �  wou l d ac tu a ll y r es ul t i n ne t  b en ef i ts  ( May  a nd  Bo ni l la  1 99 7 ).

Local stakeholders had little opportunity to participate in the assessment and decision-making
process. They also had little input into the development plan for the region, which is likely
ultimately to affect their livelihood. The primary concern of stakeholders was over the
cumulative impacts that would result from expansion in the region, and their ability to
participate in the development of an alternative (Dunne et al 1997).
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CASE STUDY 3: THE SPANISH NATIONAL HYDROLOGICAL PLAN

The Spanish National Hydrological Plan (NHP) plan would develop 863 water infrastructure
projects to support inter-basin transfers of 1,050 cubic hectometres a year from rivers in the
regions of Catalonia, Comunidad Valenciana, Murcia and Almeria in the east of the country.
The authorities aim to use the water for domestic use as well as to promote the development of
irrigated agriculture and tourism. There is a clear conflict between national development
objectives, environmental concerns and local livelihood interests. The valleys of the Pyrenees
mountains and Ebro delta which contain areas of high biodiversity and relatively poor villages,
would be flooded for reservoirs. The NHP also conflicts with the new Water Framework
Directive of the European Union, as it fails to consider environmental damages and costs, would
abstract water in excess of ecological needs, and fails to recover costs in water pricing. Given
that the WFD is a relatively new policy, there is particular concern that this plan, if
implemented, would set a bad precedent, particularly if it receives funding through the EU
(NGO 2001).

In the areas where water is being transported to, there has been little effort to plan and manage
water consumption. Irrigated land areas are often extended without permits, illegal wells have
proliferated, and there has been little or no control on tourism and residential development in the
coastal areas. Expectations generated by the NHP have already led to further conversion of
forests to farmland. Intensive agricultural production, promoted through EU subsidies, is not
sustainable and relies heavily on the over-extraction of aquifers. In the region with the lowest
average rainfall in Spain, water use is higher than the European average of 1,800 litres/day � 90
per cent of which is used for intensive agriculture. The average water consumption in Spain
(2,500 litres/day) is also higher than the European average (Sp anish Scient ific Communi ty 200 1).

A review of assessments of costs and benefits used to justify the plan suggests that the analysis
was manipulated by using optimistic projected budgets, brought about by setting the redemption
period for 50 years for projects for which 15 years would be more appropriate. The analysis was
also found to overestimate the amount of energy and the agrarian benefits that would be
produced, as well as failing to account for the costs of regulating flows and of water treatment.
Due to the lack of a participatory process in developing the plan, many social and environmental
values were neglected. Large-scale demonstrations in Spain against the proposed development
highlight the considerable opposition to this scheme (Spanish Scientific Community 2001).
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CASE STUDY 4: MISSISSIPPI AND MISSOURI RIVER BASINS �

UNEQUAL BENEFITS

Development of the Missouri river basin � the major tributary of the Mississippi � was based on
the 1944 Pick-Sloan plan. This consisted of extensive flood control and navigation works as
well as hydropower development and irrigation projects (Thorson 1994). These developments
primarily benefited the lower basin states at the expense of the upper basin states. Although the
protection of wildlife was one of the plan�s stated objectives, the government agency
responsible for this, the US Fish and Wildlife Service, did little to ensure this happened (Hesse
1987). At present, the combined gross product of the lower basin states is three times larger than
that of the upper basin states, half of which is from Colorado. In the upper basin states, the
poverty rate is above the national average, while in the lower basin states it is below. Indian
tribes, who legally hold senior water rights in the basin, suffered most from the developments
through the loss of land to flooding for reservoirs and the displacement of their populations.
They were excluded from the planning process, and from negotiation of subsequent water
allocation compacts among the states.

These inequities led to extensive basin-wide litigation, loss of trust, and destruction of long-term
relationships between state governments. Among the lawsuits was one brought by the upper
basin states during a drought in 1990, to prevent the discharge of greater volumes of water from
the Oahe reservoir than was flowing into it, in order to protect several species of game fish. A
subsequent suit alleged that the Army Corps of Engineers gave higher priority to downstream
uses than to recreation, fish and wildlife uses upstream. This case illustrates the conflict between
valuing the river for its environmental values, and valuing it purely in terms of the commodities
it provides � in this case, kilowatt hours of electricity, acre-feet of water, agricultural outputs,
and barge tonnage (Thorson 1994).

In both the Missouri and Mississippi river basins, damage from flooding has been on the rise.
Monetary damage in the 1993 flood alone, which brought about the failure of approximately
1,000 levees, was estimated to be US$16 billion (Hey and Philippi 1995). Since that time, there
has been greater policy emphasis on acquisition, elevation and relocation of floodplain
structures through a newly established Hazard Mitigation Grant Program. Money has also been
earmarked for housing and community development programmes. Funds are made available
when the expected reduction in future flood damages as a result of new activities exceeds the
cost of the project. This does not include the benefits of restoring open space and wetlands that
often results. In the town of Arnold, which participated in the programme following the 1993
flood, damages in the 1995 flood were greatly reduced � from $2 million to less than $40,000.
Although the 1995 flood was not as severe as the 1993 flood, it was still the fourth largest to
occur in Arnold. The city also developed a floodplain management plan to guide future
development (FEMA 1997).

Some ha v e at t ri bu te d  t he  se ve ri t y of  fl oo di n g to  th e lo s s of  we tl an d s an d  t he  wa te r- h ol di ng 
c ap ac it y  o f s oi ls , a nd  s u gg es te d  t ha t  t he  1 9 93  f l oo d co u ld  h a ve  b ee n  c on t ai ne d i n 13  mi ll io n  a cr e s
o f we tl a nd s o r ap pr o xi ma t el y ha l f th e  wet la n d ac r ea ge  d r ai ne d  s in ce  17 80  (Hey  a n d Ph i li pp i
1 99 5) . Reg ar d le ss , t he  r e st or at i on  o f  wet la n ds  a n d th e r ip ar i an  r et e nt io n  o f fl o od wa t er s, a l on g wit h
o th er  me as ur e s, wou l d at  le as t r ed uc e  f lo od  da ma g e an d h av e h ad  t he  ad de d  b en ef i ts  o f  r ed uc i ng 
n it ro ge n  l oa d s to  t h e Gu l f of  Me xi co  de ri ve d  f ro m a gr ic u lt ur a l pr ac t ic es  (Mit sc h  e t a l 20 01 ) .
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CASE STUDY 5: THE PROPOSED NORTH-SOUTH WATER TRANSFER SCHEME

IN CHINA � INAPPROPRIATE ECONOMIC ASSESSMENT

Water resources in China are unevenly distributed: 75 per cent of the precipitation falls in the
south and only 25 per cent in the north. In 1997, 10 provinces in northern China had less than
1,000 m3/capita and six fell below 400 m3/capita/year. This is compared with an average of
2,400 m3/capita. The shortage of water resources in the north has led to plans to transfer water
from the Yangtse basin. However, estimates show that northern China as a whole has sufficient
water resources to meet demand. Serious groundwater overdrafts and over-abstraction, probably
amounting to around 30 billion m3 per annum, arise because water shortages are exacerbated by
wasteful use of water, leakage losses from urban distribution systems and pollution which
renders some sources unusable.

Immediate plans for the transfer project would deliver a combined total of 17.4-19.5 billion m3

of water. However, economic calculations have found that all the water transferred would be too
expensive for irrigation, even if grain prices were to triple. Water from the second phase of the
east route would only be economic for urban and industrial use. Water from the middle route
would be economically viable when used for high-yield purposes, but in fact would be used
mainly for irrigation. Without investments in pollution control and waste reduction, 25-40 per
cent of new water from the transfer scheme is likely to be wasted and, if polluted water courses
are used for the transfer, its value would be further degraded.

In comparison, it was estimated that savings of 45-55 billion m3 could be made by investment in
pollution control and water use efficiency. This would be achieved by reducing leakage from
urban distribution systems; improving the collection and treatment of wastewater so as to make
the water clean enough for re-use downstream; discouraging irrigated agriculture in arid
regions; improving irrigation practice; and encouraging exports of grain from regions where
rainfall provides at least part of the crop water. Proper treatment of industrial wastewater would
make recycling possible.

There is a risk that politically attractive investment in water transfer would divert money,
attention and resources from politically difficult measures to improve water management, even
though the latter would deliver more water and considerable environmental benefits. The
difficulty of improving water management in China should not, however, be under-estimated.

WWF-China (2001), The Proposed North-South Water Transfer Scheme in China: Need,
Justification and Cost, WWF China
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4. Good management practices: case studies

A crucial component of any good initiative is the setting of objectives. Another is that
management and planning should take place at the level of the river basin, with the views of
stakeholders incorporated into the decision-making process. Development of a basin-wide
management plan can provide a platform on which to consider � then seek to reconcile �
environmental, social and economic development concerns. Together, these provide a
foundation for addressing issues of poverty and sustainable development. The river basin is the
basic unit for setting objectives and planning in the Cyprus Integrated Water Management
Project (case study 6) and the Murray Darling Basin (case study 7).

Some case studies highlight the need for operational decision-making at the sub-basin
catchment or watershed levels, which focuses on problems that are difficult to address at the
larger scales. This decision-making process may include looking at the relationships between
land use and water flow for the purposes of stabilising stream flows, controlling erosion and
sedimentation, and improving groundwater recharge (Barrow 1998). It is also at this level that
stakeholders may become more directly engaged.

The different stakeholders within the river basin must be consulted early and their opinions
respected. They must also be encouraged to work together, generating a better understanding of
each other�s concerns and facilitating decisions where agreements can be reached. Negotiating
co-management arrangements can provide a platform for conflict resolution, and for including
local aspirations in visions for regional development. Inherent in this process is the challenge of
ensuring effective participation by upper basin populations who are often geographically
isolated, and politically and economically marginalised. They may also face significant
language and educational barriers. In the Murray Darling Basin in Australia (case study 7) and
the New York City watershed agreement (case study 8) upstream and downstream users got
together to determine management practices that could provide benefits to all. Conflicts may be
exacerbated in international river basins, but as seen in the Danube basin (case study 9),
negotiation of water agreements can also be a catalyst for wider co-operation between countries
even during periods when they are at war.

A key element of good practice is a process of basin-wide assessment. Ideally, an assessment
should provide information needed by stakeholders to appreciate the value of ecosystem
services, make judgements about tradeoffs, and understand who are the winners and losers in
terms of different land-use patterns. This will require economic analysis, as well as ecological
and social impact assessments. The objective of such an assessment should be to provide good
information to inform a process of conflict resolution, and the development of institutional
arrangements among stakeholders for the sharing of costs and benefits that promote poverty
alleviation and sustainable development. Examples of various kinds of assessment are illustrated
in the case studies of the South Africa Working for Water Programme (case study 10) and the
Cyprus Integrated Water Resource Management Project (case study 6).

The selection of appropriate arrangements to deliver better management will depend on the
special characteristics of the basin. In particular who has the property rights to the services
provided by river basins, and responsibilities for taking actions needed to provide them.
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In general, contractual agreements for sharing of costs and benefits will be more effective in
smaller basins, where they can be tailored to site specific conditions, and when links between
management actions and their consequences can be better established. Case study 11 outlines an
agreement between a hydroelectric firm and upstream private forest owners in Costa Rica.

The case studies showing promising initiatives and innovative approaches on river basins
examined in this section are:

•  Case Study 6: Balancing demand and supply � water resources in Cyprus, the Kouris
watershed

•  Case Study 7: The Murray Darling Basin � the introduction of innovative economic
instruments

•  Case Study 8: The New York City Watershed Agreement

•  Case Study 9: The Danube Basin � promoting stability and sustainable development

•  Case Study 10: South Africa � Working for Water programme

•  Case Study 11: Costa Rica � Hydroelectric investment in upstream stewardship practices
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CASE STUDY 6: BALANCING DEMAND AND SUPPLY: WATER RESOURCES IN

CYPRUS, THE KOURIS WATERSHED

On the island of Cyprus, there are real water shortages. As a result, a number of water supply
investments and interventions, including surface water dams and groundwater exploitation, have
been made. The most significant investment has been the Southern Conveyor Project that
transfers water across southern Cyprus. However, even with these schemes the possibility of
further exploitation of surface water has largely been exhausted and this has led to the
consideration/use of more costly unconventional sources such as desalinisation, recycling and
evaporation suppression.

The current water shortages were not a result of water scarcity, but of an inadequate property
rights structure and the lack of consideration of all interest groups within the watersheds. This
has led to a system of �first come first served� and the diversion of water by predominantly
agricultural users in the upper reaches of the watershed. This in turn has reduced the surface
flows downstream along the Southern Conveyor belt. Downstream, much of the water is
diverted to storage dams for distribution to the main urban centres, which reduces the freshwater
resources reaching the coast and feeding wetlands. There is concern that this has damaged
habitats important for migratory bird species. The result of a lack of planning and management
on the watershed is an uncoordinated, unregulated interplay of water users and a highly
inefficient use of the island�s scarce and dwindling water resources.

A study of the Kouris watershed in south-west Cyprus examined the distribution of water
resources among different users. Based on this information, it proposed more efficient, equitable
and sustainable alternatives. Taking the watershed as the unit of analysis, the study comprised
two stages. In Stage 1, economic valuation techniques were used to establish the economic
value of the competing demands for surface and ground water and therefore to determine the
most economically efficient distribution between users. In Stage 2, a policy impact analysis was
carried out, incorporating issues of social equity. It also examined the value of water for
environmental and ecological purposes.

Some of the policy recommendations emerging from the analysis included:
•  new management structures at the watershed level are needed to cope with the complex

integration of water users under a limited water supply;

•  pricing schemes could be effectively used to create incentives for more efficient, as well
as equitable and sustainable, uses of the water. For example, there needs to be a reduced
appropriation for agriculture and a switch away from water intensive crops, e.g. water
melons into other uses;

•  i nd iv id u al s�  wi ll in g ne ss  to  p ay  fo r wet la nd  pr ot e ct io n i s £1 5  p er  h o us eh o ld  p er  ye ar  �
i mp ly in g  t ha t  a  g re a te r a mo un t o f fr e sh wa te r  r es o ur ce s s ho ul d  b e di v er te d  t o th e  wet l an ds ; a nd 

•  the timing of water uses also needs to be considered in policy choices� for example, the
highest demand for water for agriculture and tourism occur at the same time.

This study highlighted the need for integrated watershed management and planning at the level
of the watershed. The information generated brought greater transparency to the planning and
management process, allowing the balancing of conflicting demands on limited water resources
in a more sustainable and equitable manner.
Swanson, T, Koundouri, P and Groom, B (2001b), �Balancing Demand and Supply: Water  Resources in Water
Constrained Countries, Methodology Statement and Case Study: Submitted to WWF-UK, University College London.
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CASE STUDY 7: THE MURRAY DARLING BASIN: THE INTRODUCTION

OF INNOVATIVE ECONOMIC INSTRUMENTS

The Murray Darling Basin (MDB) is of economic significance to Australia as it generates 40
per cent of national income from agriculture and grazing. It contains about half the national
cropland and three quarters of irrigated land, while draining only 14 per cent of the country�s
land area. Given the pressures on this basin, it has been blighted by a host of environmental
problems: primarily water shortages, as most of the water was diverted for irrigation, and a
decline in water quality from a build-up of nutrients, chemicals and salinity. Consequently,
native fisheries and water bird populations were collapsing and major wetlands disappearing.
Pastoralists relying on beneficial flooding for livestock production on floodplains saw their
productivity decline sharply.

Given the myriad of competing demands for the scarce water resources � for irrigation, dryland
farming, grazing/livestock, fishing, forestry, mining, electricity generation, manufacturing,
tourism, recreation and national parks � there was considerable discord between the different
stakeholder groups within the basin. There was also disagreement between the different states:
Queensland, for example, located upstream, regarded restrictions on its activities as unfair, as
areas downstream were further developed.

Following a review and mounting environmental degradation, the Murray Darling Basin
Commission was reconstituted in 1988. The basin is administered by the federal government;
spanning the four states on which the basin covers, the Australian Capital Territory and more
than 200 local government bodies. A series of initiatives to establish integrated river basin
management is being undertaken. A timetable setting targets to reach specific objectives has
been developed. These pertain to water quality, water sharing, riverine ecosystem health,
terrestrial biodiversity, and the development of core signals of overall catchment health (MDBC
2002). While measures are yet to achieve these objectives, critical first steps have been made.

Better quality decision-making was facilitated in the MDB by including nature conservation and
resources and agriculture ministers in the MDB Ministerial Council, and by appointing an
independent, authoritative chair of the commission, who can informally mediate in disputes
between the different interest groups. A Community Advisory Committee was also established
with representatives of key stakeholders. While not eliminating conflict, the key stakeholder
groups are obliged to work together, thereby generating a better understanding of each other�s
concerns and facilitating decisions where agreements can be reached

Some of the initiatives include a cap on water diversions and the establishment of a water
market. This has led to the adoption of more efficient water transport networks, a switch to
higher valued crops away from lower valued irrigated agricultural production and the slowing of
irrigation induced salinity. Salinity trading schemes have also been introduced, but they have a
long way to go before they halt and reverse salinity problems. Meanwhile, many difficult
decisions continue to elude the initiative � for example, deforestation of hundreds of thousands
of hectares each year continues in the two northern states despite the fact that deforestation
exacerbates salinity.
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CASE STUDY 8: THE NEW YORK CITY WATERSHED AGREEMENT

In the early 1990s New York City and the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) met to
discuss the problem of water quality deterioration caused by run-off from barnyards and faulty
sewage treatment systems upstream. Given the risks to the city�s water supply, it was faced with
having to build a very expensive water filtration system. An alternative, which was pursued,
was to offer the upstream watershed inhabitants compensation in return for improving their
land. In January 1997, the NYC Watershed Memorandum of Agreement was signed, bringing
together rural and urban inhabitants of New York, with the aim of benefiting the mountain
inhabitants, city dwellers and the environment. The catchments from which New York derives
its water � Croton, Catskill and Delaware � supply 1.3 billion gallons to more than 9 million
people in New York and its vicinity, and covers an area containing 19 reservoirs. Ninety per
cent of the water supply is obtained from the Catskills and Delaware catchments, which have a
population of approximately 77,000 (Perrot-Maitre and Davis 2001).

The NYC Watershed Agreement is a package of innovative arrangements for financing
protection of the upper basin areas that are the sources of supply for the city�s water. This
includes the purchase of land, conservation easements, upgrading sewage systems, water
treatment plants, storm water management facilities and support for implementing best
management practices in farms and forests. The City of New York is investing up to US$1.5
billion over a 10-year period in the hope that it can avoid the expense of constructing a filtration
plant estimated to be around US$6-8 billion � not including operating costs. This is financed
through a 9 per cent increase in charges to water users, which would have been at least double
that amount if the filtration plant had been constructed (Perrot-Maitre and Davis 2001).

Critical to the agreement was reaching consensus between New York City and the upper
catchment communities. There had been a history of conflict in which much land was lost and
many communities were displaced for development of the 19 reservoirs that now exist. Farmers
also feared that additional regulations would put them out of business. The upper catchment
communities were explicitly included in the negotiations of the agreement, in which a
consensus-building approach was used. In addition to offering economic benefits, the agreement
also established a regional partnership council to enable all parties to participate in the decision-
making process.

Although voluntary, the agricultural component of the agreement has achieved a relatively high
rate of participation by allowing it to be led by farmers. It is governed by an Agricultural
Council, which has also made an effort to link farmers with New York City�s markets, and is
looking into certification for farm and forest goods produced using best management practices.
Numerous benefits are already materialising from the partnership. In addition to the renewed
trust between upstate farmers and the city�s residents, most upland farmers have seen an
increase in their incomes and higher productivity on their farms. If successful, New York City
will no longer have to pay for an expensive filtration system, and consumers will only be
required to pay a small premium.
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CASE STUDY 9: THE DANUBE BASIN: PROMOTING STABILITY

The Danube, which stretches from the Black Forest to the Black Sea through its delta in
Romania, is the second longest river in Europe. It has high biological diversity and is
internationally renowned for its floodplain forests and large areas of lakes, wetlands and wet
meadows, which contain important spawning areas for fish. The Danube is also the source of
drinking water for 20 million people, and is economically important for the industrial, mining,
irrigation and energy sectors. In addition, it serves as an international transport route. More than
80 per cent of the original floodplain area has been lost, primarily as a result of being cut off
from the river by engineering projects. Major environmental problems have resulted. These
include the erosion of riverbeds, the loss of biodiversity, draining of wetland for agriculture,
pollution from agricultural and industrial sources, toxic spills and a greater incidence of
flooding (WWF 2002a).

The basin is occupied by 17 countries, although four occupy less than 2 per cent of the territory.
Formerly, they were divided by the cold war, which made it impossible to develop basin-wide
agreements. Cooperation was also difficult because these countries did not have compatible
monitoring technology or data collection standards. Inability of the governments to respond to
issues of air and water pollution that had become, for many, issues of life and death, mobilised
citizen groups and contributed to the downfall of communist regimes, particularly in Bulgaria
and Hungary. The joint development of a strategic action plan in 1993, and agreement on the
Danube River Protection Convention, signed in 1994, has been important in the political
transformation and economic development of the eastern European countries. They can also be
considered instruments of peace, as they were negotiated during a period that some of these
countries were at war with each other (Murphy 1997).

An International Commission for the Protection of the Danube River (ICPDR) was
subsequently established to implement the agreement. This presently focuses on water quality,
risks from accidents, monitoring and information management, river basin management, and
implementation of the EU Water Framework Directive (WWF 2002b). Fundamental to the
agreement is the need to develop an accurate, compatible data and information system, as a
basis for basin-wide cooperation on transboundary impacts. Through the Directive, this effort is
also becoming intertwined with that of economic and policy integration between formerly
communist bloc countries and the EU, as well as with the strengthening of democratic
institutions.

An additional agreement was reached between the lower basin countries of Bulgaria, Moldova,
Romania and Ukraine, in which they committed to establishing a Lower Danube Green
Corridor. This will consist of a network of existing protected wetland areas (400,000 ha), an
additional 100,000 ha of new protected wetland areas, and the restoration of priority sites
(200,000 ha). This will increase the capacity of the Danube to reduce pollution, purify water,
retain floodwaters, and support fisheries and tourism as well as provide more wildlife habitat
(WWF 2002c).
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CASE STUDY 10: WORKING FOR WATER PROGRAMME: SOUTH AFRICA

Over the past few decades, thousands of plant species from around the world have been
introduced to South Africa for a host of purposes � for example, as timber, as ornaments and for
flood protection. Whatever their use, through invasion they have brought with them major
negative impacts to natural freshwater ecosystems. Some species can spread at alarming rates �
so much so that an estimated 10 million hectares (8.2 per cent) of South Africa�s land area is
now affected. This has brought with it considerable costs to the country�s biodiversity and
economy, and had affected the livelihoods of many rural people.

The most significant and costly impact is the loss of freshwater resources. Alien tree species
convert species-rich vegetation to strands of trees composed by one species, increasing the
biomass. This can reduce water quantity spectacularly. Invasion of the catchment area around
Cape Town could reduce water resources by 30 per cent if allowed to spread at current rates.
Given that this is a rapidly growing city with limited water resources, the implications for urban
poverty are considerable. At a national scale the invasions are estimated to be draining around 7
per cent of the country�s run-off. The costs of the environmental impacts can be massive: it is
estimated that the value of the fynbos ecosystem has been reduced by more than US$11.75
billion, and US$ 3.2 billion just on the Agulhas plain. In addition to costs due to water losses,
there are also large costs related to biodiversity loss, erosion and fire hazard.

A study by De Wit et al (2000) examined the impacts of one alien tree species, the black wattle
(Acacia mearnii), which was introduced from Australia in the 19th century, and used in
commercial forestry and agro-forestry. This is highly invasive and has spread to more than 2.5
million hectares across South Africa. The benefits of its exploitation, in terms of timber, pulp
and woodchip production, as well as for firewood and carbon sequestration, were compared
with its costs. These included reductions in stream flow, biodiversity loss, increases in fire
hazard and erosion. The results showed that the business-as-usual scenario was not
economically viable, yielding a cost/benefit ratio of 0.4. The most attractive option, with a
cost/benefit ratio of seven, was the combination of physical clearing and plant attacking
biological control with further commercial growing activities.

Studies such as this clearly highlight the need for change and were instrumental in bringing
about the largest environmental management programme in Africa � the Working for Water
programme. This not only sets environmental objectives. Equally important is the objective of
promoting equitable economic development by providing training and employment in the most
impoverished social sectors. In the fiscal year 1999/2000, the programme employed 20,999
people, resulted in 884 emerging contractors, cleared 238,823 hectares and rehabilitated 51,081
hectares. A number of viable small businesses for the poor were established. Of those
employed, more than half were women, almost a quarter were youth, and 1 per cent were
disabled. The programme was given a total budget of US$160 million and funding sources
include the government�s poverty relief budget, municipalities, international donors, and a small
amount from the private sector. Benefits are also expected from secondary industries based
on various uses of cleared biomass, increased water availability, and growth of alternative
native species.

Van Wilgen, B.W, Marais, C, Magadlela, D, Jezile, N and Stevens, D (2000), Promoting Biodiversity Conservation
through the Control of Invasive Alien Plants � South Africa�s Working for Water programme.
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CASE STUDY 11: COSTA RICA: HYDROELECTRIC INVESTMENT IN UPSTREAM

FOREST STEWARDSHIP PRACTICES

Watershed protection is a major service provided by tropical forests: helping to regulate the
quantity and quality of water. While local resource users may derive some benefits from local
watershed protection, the principal beneficiaries tend to be downstream farmers, industries and
urban centers that receive the benefits of reduced flooding and are supplied with naturally
regulated quantities of water. Seldom are they charged for the environmental services they
receive.

An innovative scheme that addressed this problem was carried out in Costa Rica. Here, private
forest owners in upland areas are compensated by the national government and Energia Global
(a private hydro-electric company) when the forest cover is maintained or increased in
watershed areas. To pay for these services, a fund was established, financed primarily through a
five per cent tax on fossil fuel. The compensation system is managed by the National Fund of
Forest Planning, which is responsible for collecting and disbursing the monies. A local NGO
provides volunteer administrative expenses.

Energia Global pays for the forest protection in order to improve stream flow regulation and
reduce reservoir sedimentation clean-up costs. Landowners are paid US$48 per hectare: this
value reflects the foregone benefits to the local population of not cutting the forest down and
using the land for alternative purposes � primarily cattle ranching. It is therefore not a reflection
of the value of the environmental service. The Ministry of the Environment hopes to extend this
project to electricity and utility companies.

Another project established in Costa Rica highlights the fact that maintaining or increasing
forest protection in watershed areas may not always be economically viable and therefore such
schemes will not work. In Arenal, a combination of government payments for reforestation and
the removal of ranching subsidies did not provide a sufficient incentive for the reforestation.
The increased water yield as a result of cutting down the forests brought greater returns for both
the upstream landowner and the hydroelectric facility. However, the longer term implications of
such a strategy are less clear.

Source: Chomitz, K, Brenes, M and Constantino, L (1998), Financing Environmental Services:
The Costa Rica Experience and its Implications. Paper prepared for Environmentally and
Socially Sustainable Development, Latin America and Caribbean Region, World Bank
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5. Lessons learnt and ways forward: key issues for
integrated river basin management

This section, distilling some of the lessons learnt from the case studies, discusses critical aspects
that need to be taken into account if Integrated River Basin Management is to be delivered.
These are:
•  incorporating different values: stakeholder participation;

•  identification of existing institutional arrangements;

•  the need for an integrated assessment;

•  the consideration of multiple objectives in decision-making; and

•  identification of appropriate mechanisms to create incentives for IRBM.

INCORPORATING DIFFERENT VALUES: STAKEHOLDER PARTICIPATION

In IRBM mechanisms must exist to encourage active public participation in decision-making.
Provision of transparent and accessible information, together with genuine opportunities for
participation in planning and decision-making, should be prioritised from the outset. Helping
different stakeholders to understand each other�s perspectives, work together and take common
decisions is essential for good IRBM. An important distinction must be made in participatory
processes, between structures that allow true participation and those which give only an
appearance of participation in decisions that have in effect already been made outside the group.
Much of what is called participation consists of merely providing information on a decision
before it is executed, of holding meetings that are actually intended to get people to �buy in� to
a done deal, or to make a sales pitch (Emery and Purser 1996).

Analysis of the first set of case studies shows that often problems arose where decisions were
made with little consultation between upstream and downstream parties.  Conversely, in most of
the cases of good practice, the viewpoints of the diverse stakeholders were an integral
component of decision-making. The lack of formal measures of recourse may particularly
reduce effective participation. This is particularly evident in international basins, such as  the
Mekong basin where, notwithstanding recent innovations, countries in the lower part of the
basin have historically had no recourse against developments in the upstream states. When there
is a lack of an inclusive decision-making process, as the case studies show, this is often likely to
result in options that are not economically viable and which are unsustainable and inequitable. It
is therefore critical that the different stakeholders who express different opinions are heard, and
that the different options are examined from the outset. A �comprehensive options assessment�
process explores the range of policy, institutional and technical options for the area, and
incorporates social and environmental aspects of significance, as well as economic and financial
ones. The options assessment process continues through all stages of planning, project
development and operations (WCD 2000).

An objective examination of the different options, which incorporate the myriad of values
expressed by stakeholders, represents an institutional challenge even in the most developed
countries with established traditions of representative democracy. To bring about change, it
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might be necessary to identify and understand the existing institutional arrangements that cause
bad management practices.

ASSESSING EXISTING INSTITUTIONAL ARRANGEMENTS

The institutional and legislative system within a basin establishes the �context for action� for
individuals using water resources, and the extent to which governments/regulators can intervene
and regulate behaviour (World Bank 1993). Institutional arrangements of primary concern are
property rights, because these determine who has access to particular resources and whether or
not they have an incentive for conservation. In many cases, individuals do not have �rights� in a
legal sense, but in fact have short-term licences to use water.  While states have the ability under
law to vary these licences at any time, this is often politically unacceptable. Rights to water
based on historical use or �prior appropriation� create a disincentive for users to reduce
consumption, since this would lead to a reduction of the amount of water they could claim in the
future. Rights to water based on possession of adjacent land � �riparian rights� � allows uses
that do not usually interfere with other users nearby. However, it may severely limit water
resources downstream, or to those who do not own land. In an open access situation, the
incentive is to consume resources before someone else does.

It is also important to identify informal use rights or norms, by considering all of the strategies
used by individuals to claim and obtain water. The arbitrariness of a rights and responsibilities
for water resources in river basins will tend to lead to a prevailing distribution of water
resources that is unequal and unsustainable, and not the most economically desirable one.
Special attention needs to be given to water uses and rights associated with the poorest members
of the community, since water access is a critical dimension of poverty. Effective means to
prioritize uses and adequately allocate the remaining water must be put in place. An institutional
assessment in the Cyprus Case Study (case study 6) highlighted that the current property regime
is based on the riparian principle and the rule of capture (first in time first in right) creating a
highly uncoordinated and wasteful pattern of use. It also showed that users are willing to pay
more, and to allocate water for wetlands important to migratory birds, if all countries collaborate
to insure the effectiveness of actions taken. In order to tackle the growing incidence of water
scarcity the property rights regime needs to be changed.

A balance needs to be struck between strengthening property rights to enable greater security for
water users and the need for adaptability in managing environmental and social needs. Property
rights should not be static, but instead need to change as new kinds of problems arise, often as a
result of conflict resolution. Just as changes in rights are implicit in the development of physical
infrastructure such as irrigation systems and dams, ecosystem management also implies the
negotiation of new rights and responsibilities in which landowners are obliged to protect the
ecosystem, and in which the use of land, water and other natural resources are limited to uses
that do not impair its function. Any initiative to protect downstream water supplies or
biodiversity � either by providing compensation to upstream landowners for altering land use
practices, or by attempting to hold them responsible for damages � in effect involves negotiating
new and appropriate forms of property rights that resolve conflicts between these objectives and
existing practices. To highlight conflicts or the negative impacts of certain users, assessments of
the area need to be carried out in order to produce the information that will help bring about the
necessary change.
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AN INTEGRATED ASSESSMENT

Given that problems usually occur because of a lack of understanding of the dynamics within
the river basin, a key element of good practice is the process of an integrated basin-wide
assessment. This allows a better understanding, not only of links between management actions
and outcomes, but also of site-specific conditions that can lead to the development of more
appropriate policies. It should also provide stakeholders with an opportunity to reconsider their
values and priorities in light of new information and to reconcile conflicting objectives.

Integrated assessment is a process of gathering and providing information relevant to decision-
making. Ideally, an assessment should give stakeholders information to appreciate the value of
ecosystem services, about the costs and benefits of different actions and who would benefit or
pay for them. This information may require ecological and social impact studies, as well as
economic studies, and it will comprise various kinds of knowledge from a variety of disciplines,
with much of it coming from the stakeholders themselves.

An economic, environmental and social assessment by WWF proved that building a new dam in
Poland was not the best option (WWF 2001b). An analysis of the various kinds of assets used to
sustain livelihoods provides a way to identify impacts that need to be considered in decision-
making. It can also show the role of ecosystem services in sustaining livelihood. Cooperation in
the process of assessment can be a starting point for basin-wide cooperation because
information provides the basis for mutual understanding that is a prerequisite for any form of
collaboration. The challenge of developing a compatible basin-wide information system is best
illustrated in the case study of the Danube, where this is considered a fundamental component of
the agreement among the Danube countries.

It is also essential that the results of the assessment are communicated at a range of different
levels within the basin; in particular at the local level. Many stakeholders will resist information
that they do not believe sufficiently reaches their particular area, and will tend to deny that
situations applying to �others� may also be relevant to them. This can lead to a difficulty in
negotiating outcomes, providing ownership to stakeholders and resolving conflicts. Examples of
various kinds of assessment are illustrated in the case studies of the South African Working for
Water Programme (case study 10) and the Cyprus Integrated Water Resource Management
Project (case study 6). Assessment of the problem of alien invasive species in South Africa
included an ecological assessment of water use by alien species, and an economic analysis that
demonstrated that removal of these species would be a more cost-effective way to increase
water supplies than building new dams. In the Cyprus study, the in-depth economic and legal
assessment generated some interesting results ultimately affecting future planning in the region.
Once the information is generated, the challenge is to make it widely accessible to a broad range
of stakeholders in ways that it can easily be understood. What information is considered
relevant, and the way it is organised and presented, depends on the decision-making
methodology used.
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CONSIDERATION OF MULTIPLE OBJECTIVES IN DECISION-MAKING

The objective of IRBM is the integration of water planning and management with
environmental social and economic development concerns, in order to promote sustainable
development. To determine the best actions for society, it will therefore be necessary to balance
multiple objectives. A decision-making framework which is often used to determine the most
desirable choices for society is cost-benefit analysis; this attempts to convert all values into
monetary units. This was used to determine actions in both the Paraguay basin (case study 2)
and in China (case study 5). In both cases the analysis was faulted for neglecting important
environmental and social values, as well as on economic grounds. Although there are techniques
that allow the values of environmental goods and services to be estimated, they are often not
employed � and even if they are, they are still unable to capture the myriad of goods and
services that ecological systems provide. Moreover, conventional cost-benefit analysis is unable
adequately to deal with issues of irreversibility, future generations and uncertainty � all crucial
issues when dealing with the environment.

An alternative decision-making methodology is a Multi-Criteria Analysis (MCA), which
essentially provides a way to make the decision objectives, as well as the conflicts, explicit and
transparent. It also allows stakeholders greater input into the analysis. It enables the information
gathered from economic, environmental and poverty assessment to be combined in a single
framework so that different options can be examined against multiple criteria. Key issues in the
use of this method are developing feasible options, selecting criteria that reflect concerns
relevant to the situation, assigning weights to the criteria, and being able to generate the type of
information needed to rank the options against the criteria.  Once the information is generated,
weights can be changed to reflect different viewpoints, to allow the different stakeholders to
better understand each other�s interests and concerns, and through a process of learning and
deliberation reach a compromise solution (de Marchi 2000). MCA is a process of negotiation
and conflict resolution rather than of finding a single optimum and efficient solution, like CBA.

In a case study prepared for the World Commission on Dams, MCA was used as part of a
sectoral environmental assessment to screen an inventory of 138 potential sites for hydropower
development in Nepal, from which seven were selected for more detailed feasibility (Nichols et
al 2000). Examples of environmental criteria used for coarse ranking were the amount of land
needed, the condition of the watershed based on an existing classification system, the potential
for adverse downstream impacts of storage projects, impacts on biodiversity and on the aquatic
system, the number of affected people, and the potential for adverse socio-economic impacts.
Stakeholders were consulted throughout the process. Once a compromise solution is reached, it
will often be the case that new mechanisms or arrangements need to be put in place to deliver
IRBM.

IDENTIFICATION OF APPROPRIATE MECHANISMS TO CREATE FINANCIAL

INCENTIVES FOR IRBM

Mechanisms for creating financial incentives consist of various kinds of arrangements between
buyers, sellers, and often intermediary organisations. These range from informal, community-
based initiatives to more formal contracts among private parties. There is no overall mechanism
to fit all situations; the choice of instrument is site-specific. In general, contractual agreements
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to implement specific practices are easier to introduce at the local level since the links between
cause and effect tend to be clearer and the agreement can be tailored more specifically to local
conditions. However, instruments such as water pricing and trading permits may work just as
well, or better, on a larger scale (Rose 2002). Actions at any scale will be most effective when
part of a comprehensive basin-wide management plan that has been developed in collaboration
with stakeholders. A key challenge is to select and develop appropriate arrangements for sharing
costs and benefits among stakeholders. Meeting this challenge requires an assessment process to
identify the different costs and benefits, to determine where they fall and to introduce effective
management actions to ensure that they continue to be provided. Ultimately, this information
should inform the development of a management plan, and a process of negotiation and conflict
resolution among stakeholders.

As we have seen from the case studies, a range of instruments can be employed to create
incentives for IRBM. In the Murray Darling Basin (case study 7) these included caps on water
extraction levels, moves towards full-cost water pricing and tradable water rights. The most
common mechanism is the transfer payment from downstream water users to upstream
stakeholders for ecosystem conservation, as illustrated in Costa Rica (case study 11), New York
(case study 8) and the Murray Darling Basin (case study 7). Voluntary contractual arrangements
are most likely to occur when there are clear, benefits to the downstream users � be they
hydroelectric companies, water consumers or farmers � that cover compensation costs (Johnson
et al 2001).

Trading is another instrument, but has only been used in a few cases. For such schemes to be
successful, a strong regulatory and legal framework needs to be in place. For further discussion
on creating markets for water services and the issues and lessons learnt, the reader should refer
to Johnson et al (2001) and Tognetti (2001). It is generally recognised that �diffuse� or �non-
point source� environmental issues provide a range of institutional and informational difficulties
not present in �point source� situations. There needs to be concerted international effort to
develop economic instruments that address these diffuse issues, applicable to the varying
circumstances of different river basins.

Efforts need to be made to ensure that any institutional arrangements do not work against the
interests of the poor. This might happen if poorer communities do not have proper property
rights, and may instead risk being evicted. Their ability to benefit from markets for watershed
protection may also depend on their negotiating and bargaining powers, and on access to
markets. An example of this occurred on the Bio Bio river basin in Chile, where the outcome of
the negotiations was disproportionately influenced by the economic power of the hydroelectric
company compared with that of the irrigators; the views of the environmental and indigenous
groups were excluded altogether (Bauer 1998). This again highlights the need for governments
and NGOs to play an active role in the process.
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6. Conclusions and Recommendations

The causes of both poverty and environmental degradation are rooted in the failure to account
for social and environmental values and to manage these effectively in a broad context. One
major aspect covered in this report has been the need to create the appropriate forms of property
rights to ensure these values are captured. The external costs, or impacts of bad management,
tend to fall disproportionately on the poor, who are often marginal to, or outside, the decision-
making process. This is particularly evident where those who benefit, and those who pay the
costs of different land use practices, are separated between upstream and downstream.

The report examines some key issues central to IRBM. Rarely have efforts to implement IRBM
succeeded in achieving social, economic and environmental objectives. Efforts need to be
increased so that we learn from past mistakes and benefit from the successful initiatives
undertaken to date. A few specific recommendations that emerge from this report are as follows:

•  both protection of ecosystem services and poverty alleviation needs to be explicit objectives
of IRBM;

•  using the river basin as the unit of management allows the plight of interconnected parties to
be considered in order to balance the costs and benefits of different interventions to deliver
the most efficient, equitable and sustainable option for development;

•  valuation of ecosystem services and recognition of resource limits and thresholds need to be
given special attention in order to identify management actions that are effective for
mitigating key threats to ecosystem integrity and the services they provide;

•  decision-making processes on the river basin must be inclusive of all affected stakeholders
who should be involved in throughout preparation, implementation and monitoring;

•  integrated assessment is needed to inform a process of negotiation and to resolve conflicts
between new objectives and existing practices as well as to set management targets that are
quantitative, time-bound, costed and where action is funded and responsibility allocated;
and

•  economic and institutional arrangements to create incentives for IRBM need to be selected
appropriately that allow the sharing of costs and benefits in sustainable management
options. Direct payments, full-cost pricing schemes and recognition of property rights could
all have the potential to address both poverty and environmental degradation.
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